Toward Flotation Process Operation-State Identification via Statistical Modeling of Biologically Inspired Gabor Filtering Responses.
This paper presents a froth image statistical modeling-based online flotation process operation-state identification method by introducing a biologically inspired Gabor wavelet transform in accordance with the physiological findings in the biological vision system. It derived the latent probabilistic density models of these biologically inspired Gabor filtering responses (GFRs) based on a versatile intermediate probability modeling frame, Gaussian scale mixture model. It has demonstrated that both the real and the imaginary representation of GFR obey a Laplace distribution. Accordingly, the amplitude representation of GFR obeys a Gamma distribution. Whereas the phase representation of GFR is an important yet frequently ignored aspect in Gabor-based signal analysis; it is demonstrated to be a periodic distribution and can be expressed by a von Mises-like distribution model. Successively, a local spline regression (LSR)-based classifier that the maps scattered statistical feature points of froth images directly to the operation-state labels smoothly is introduced for the operation-state recognition. Extensive confirmatory and comparative experiments on an industrial-scale bauxite flotation process demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method. Performance effects on different parameter settings, e.g., parameters of Gabor kernel and dimensionalities of multivariate statistical models, are further discussed.